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STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER  
Father God in heaven, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ we come against & oppose 
all satanic operations, manipulations, subversions, tactics and plans which are designed 
to hinder, prevent or frustrate God’s original plans and purposes from their swift 
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25)  We come 
against all satanic alliances and confederations worldwide. Let every evil effort 
and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be caught in their own lying and 
manipulation so that only the truth is brought forth.  (Nehemiah 4:7-8; Esther 3:1-
9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2.  We ask that every satanic 
strategy of prohibition and limitation placed upon the Body of Christ (by the dark side), 
shall not prevail.  We pray that all invisible and visible walls of opposition, restriction and 
delay will be exposed and destroyed. (Colossians 1:16; Joshua 6:1)  Oh Lord 
confound the devices and the wicked plans of the enemy that they have crafted, 
so that their hands are not able to perform their evil enterprise. Save those that 
can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; overtake them in their own 
crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits that they have dug for the 
righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and consume one 
another and have them in total confusion & derision. (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2; 
83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the hosts of 
darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secretive and destructive measures 
designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world.  According to 1 John 
3:8 for this reason, was the Son of God made manifest, that He would destroy the works 
of the enemy. (John 2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19) Father God overrule all strategies, tactics 
and curses of the enemy by the power of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood; & 
overthrow all spoken words, enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes, 
curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original 
plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17, & break the curses associated with 
all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances, and destroy their plans to bring about a chaotic 
bloody revolution in worldwide & to usher in Martial Law and the New World Order.  
Father God, we pray their plans shall be uncovered and not prevail & shall be frustrated 



and unable to achieve any impact & that their wickedness and violent verbal dealings 
would return upon their own heads, according to Psalm 7:16.  
FATHER GOD, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO: Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and 
cover-up in the secret shadow government regarding their attempts to manipulate end 
time events which would lead to the destruction of Your Christians & the innocent. 
(Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Please send divine, powerful angelic forces against their 
diabolical plans to expose & destroy them.  We dispatch legions of warring angels 
(and any other kinds of angel’s necessary) to enforce Your perfect will on the 
United States of America and on all the earth.  (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; 
Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11) Release your divine strategies and revelations 
upon any righteous person in government, worldwide. Fill them with Your Holy Spirit 
and cause Your divine wisdom & courage to come upon them. (James 1:5) Cause 
them to be like a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark hidden secrets of the 
wicked.  Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the enemy.  Let their tongues 
be divided & when they communicate let it be incoherent and misunderstood. (1 Samuel 
10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel or Belial (and all other 
wicked spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own lies and conspiracies.  
Let them not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain any ground in the natural 
or spiritual realm. Cause every evil spirit that is released from their diabolical 
assignments to be cast into the abyss, until which time they then be cast into the 
lake of fire, AND THAT NONE WOULD BE ABLE TO COME TO TAKE THEIR 
PLACE.. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause these prayers and all 
future prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in the realm of the spirit, 
so that they will accomplish your divine will.  (Psalm 57:4) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER BY 
THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB AND ASK ALL THESE THINGS IN THE NAME OF THE 
LORD JESUS CHRIST, AMEN! 

 
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 
Reagan: 

 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  



The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary 
defines: “Reprove”: To blame, to 
convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, 
to excite a sense of 
guilt.“Circumspectly”: Cautiously; with 
watchfulness every way; with attention to 
guard against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they 
shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should 
get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which 
are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, 
and turn from their wicked ways; then will 
I hear from heaven, and will forgive their 
sin, and will heal their land."  
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray 
always, that ye may be accounted worthy 
to escape all these things that shall come 
to pass, and to stand before the Son of 
man. 
Matthew 24:13 But he that shall endure 
unto the end, the same shall be saved. 

Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen 
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams  
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years. 
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to 
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from 
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to 
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from 
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler 

 
+1+ Prophetic Anticipation Builds - Unblemished Red Heifers for Jerusalem 
Temple Ceremony Soon to Come of Age 
Play to 5:54: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uzUf4oKmeo  

Biden increases the persecution of Christians and Conservatives 
Play to 3:21: https://youtu.be/Ovw4rDNDPgg?t=19  
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THE GREAT AWAKENING: Official Trailer<<But Jesus Christ is Never Mentioned 
In Regard to This So Called ‘Great Awakening’ & It is Comingled With A High  
Amount of New Agers and Heresy! 
Play: https://banned.video/watch?id=6477868cf6134e1e8dbe0b7e 

https://banned.video/watch?id=6477868cf6134e1e8dbe0b7e


Alex Jones Current Program: BREAKING: 
Sunday Live: The Great Awakening Is Here! Dr. Judy Mikovits & Author Kent 
Heckenlively Join Alex Jones Live In-Studio — Must Watch! 

 
The Aquarian LUCIFERIAN Agenda / New Age Doctor Network 

 
Dr. Carrie Madaj Exposed Again: Video Series: The Phoenix, DNA & the Jab - 
Christian Observer 

 
Virtually all the prominent Covid 'truther' doctors are connected to the Occult 
“Seven Rays” - “The Academy of Divine Knowledge” & New Ager Sasha Stone 
who is united with the UN & so much more! Members Include: Christ Hating 
Godless David Icke - Del Big Tree - Dr. Judy Mikovits - Robert F. Kennedy Jr. - 
Carrie Madej - Sherri Tenpenny, MICHAEL JACO - DR. LARRY PALEVSKY - DR. 
CHRISTIANE NORTHRUP - SEAN STONE - Dr David Martin - Dr Andrew 
Wakefield & many More-- All placed by the UN to make our transition to the NEW 
NORMAL / New World Order more comfortable?  
For a larger listing of the people in this occult organization go to: 
https://unifyd.tv/meet-our-teachers/  
The man behind Academy of Divine Knowledge is Sacha Stone. He has quite a 
few alarming connections, to put it mildly. 
According to Stone’s biography, (see archive here), he has headed the UN 
Intergovernmental Renewable Energy Organization, or UN-IREO since 2010. 
However, it appears to have been expelled as a UN NGO in 2016, for failing to 
update its status. 
To address the elephant in the room: it’s a cause for concern when one of the 
main voices opposed to UN-WHO medical tyranny is also a part of the UN. 
Stone also founded Humanitad in 1999, another NGO. 
Humanitad “One World, One Humanity” is dedicated to inspiring tolerance and 
goodwill between people of all nations and faiths. It is committed to ushering in a 
new era of truth, transparency and right-mindedness whilst inspiring growth in 
the spiritual framework within which we function as a species. 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjdDuCrfLT8  

 
US Climate Czar Announces War Like Effort To Shut Down American Food 
Supply 
Play to 3:47: https://banned.video/watch?id=647742adf6134e1e8dbc8492  

 
Panama is Key Terrain--Darien Hotspot 
Michael Yon May 31, 2023 
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US/UN is moving the invaders into the Darien Gap in Panama, to help with the 
weaponized “migration” north to United States directly into CCP/WEF hands with 
the eventual death of Panama unfolding.  

 
Invasion Buses Headed to US--Unvetted Chinese, Russians, Afghans and more 
Michael Yon Jun 4, 2023 Buses filled with unvetted Aliens just departing jungle—
see video here.  Driving through a network largely funded by US taxpayers to 
invade United States. Most are military aged males. The men in these buses may 
be anywhere in America within 10-15 days. This is an invasion force facilitated by 
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US military, Department of State, Homeland Security, CIA, and more. The routes 
in green — I just drew with my finger. Those are the routes the aliens just took 
from Colombia to get to the circle in Panama where I just made the video. Aliens 
continue on Highway 1 to Costa Rica and soon to your neighborhood. Interesting 
as I close this at 1916hrs Panama time, just heard 8 gunshots maybe not far 
away. I do not hear gunshots here as often as LA or San Diego 

 
Democrat-run metro cities overrun with ZOMBIE DRUG “TRANQ” that’s cooked 
down into powder form and mixed with heroin and fentanyl – eats human flesh 
(Natural News) Just take a stroll down any metropolitan street in San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, Chicago, Portland, or New York City, and you will feel like you just 
stepped onto the movie set of “World War Z.” There are actual zombies roaming 
the streets, sleeping standing up, and moaning from the flesh-eating disorder 
they have from taking a pet tranquilizer that eats human flesh (they thought they 
were just smoking fentanyl and crack). The zombie drug “tranq dope,” also 
known by veterinarians as xylazine, is now frequently used by drug dealers to 
“cut” other drugs (spread them out so they make more money), while further 
complicating the drug addiction nightmare for users. 
Just as one may have thought the illicit drug supply couldn’t get any more 
dangerous and deadly, it did. Now there is xylazine, a drug used by veterinarians 
and fellow surgeons for anesthesia, sedation, muscle relaxation, and analgesia. 
Doesn’t sound so bad for drug addicts, but the drug wasn’t made for humans, but 
mainly cattle, horses, and other mammals. Turns out, it’s too dangerous to use 
on humans because it causes dangerously low blood pressure, critically low 
heart rates, and wait for it… a disorder that eats away at the flesh. 
Also, because xylazine is a non-opioid sedative, it’s also not a “controlled 
substance” in the USA, and NARCAN does not work as an anecdote to save 
people from overdosing, like it can with heroin or fentanyl.  
The DEA is warning of a “widespread threat” of fentanyl cut with xylazine, the 
“zombie drug” that is stolen from veterinary clinics and mixed with other street 
drugs.  
About one-fourth of all fentanyl powders sold on the streets is now laced/mixed 
with the zombie drug, warns the DEA. 
Xylazine causes CNS depression, respiratory depression, heart rate slow down, 
and death. Tranq gives it’s users leper-looking sores and can result in amputation 
of limbs. When combined with fentanyl the chances of death skyrocket from just 
one use. Many druggies die the first try, and most don’t even know they’re getting 
xylazine at all. The Democrats in DC like this, because it’s part of the 
depopulation program, along with Covid vaccines and open borders. 

 
OreGONE--Lady works for the Governor and her husband drives a truck 
throughout Oregon gives us a sad description of what the state has come to 
under the Leftists rule  
Play from 4:56 to 9:30: 
https://banned.video/watch?id=647b3a1944695d2439850bf3  
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Current Event Headlines and Proactive Action Alerts 
++Action Alert!: Help Us Stop the 'Patriot Act' of the Internet A bill designed to 
ban TikTok gives the government far-reaching powers to continue its campaign 
against free speech and expression. 
++Oppose WHO's Power Grab: Say No To The “Pandemic Treaty” Sign the 
petition here 
++From: Erich Pratt, Gun Owners of America < GOA@gunownerusa.com > Sent: 
Saturday, May 20, 2023 9:31 AM--The so-called “pro-gun” Republican House 
majority is about to stab gun owners in the back by allowing Joe Biden to 
massacre your God-given rights on June 1st. There are now only a few days left 
before Biden’s ATF can begin going door-to-door to confiscate 40,000,000 
firearms from you and your fellow Americans.  But the House Rules Committee 
STILL hasn’t even scheduled a vote on the bill to OVERTURN Biden’s tyrannical 
pistol ban – H.J. Res. 44. In fact, the House Rules Committee is actually 
scheduled to vote on a different bill on Monday afternoon. And that’s H.J. Res. 45, 
which overturns a DIFFERENT Biden agency regulation,- but not Biden’s gun 
ban! Given that Biden is about to outlaw 40,000,000 firearms, repealing this 
tyrannical infringement must now become the House’s first order of business. We 
need your help bombarding the office of every member of Congress with more 
letters from furious gun owners so we can keep up the pressure as we get closer 
and closer to June 1st. Please add your name to our prewritten letter 
DEMANDING that your Representative make overturning Biden’s pistol ban their 
TOP priority.  
++Also: Please add your name to our pre-written letter urging your 
Representative to take action to REPEAL all of the unconstitutional gun control 
passed by Pelosi’s House.  
----------------------------------------- 
DEBT CLOCK NEARS $32 TRILLION... $250,000 per taxpayer... 
How damage could cascade across globe... 
Most Americans still waiting for that white knight to swoop in and save us from 
our insane government   
Ahead Of Biden-McCarthy Debt-Ceiling Meeting, Yellen Re-Warns 'Highly Likely' 
Emergency Measures Exhausted By Early June: SQ; THEN THEY WILL CLAIM WE 
TOLD YOU SO, WHILE LETTING THE PRINTING PRESSES ROLL, UNTIL FORCE 
MAJEURE DECLARED  
Apple’s new savings bank refusing to let customers withdraw cash: “You’re 
keeping our life savings hostage!”  
SCOTUS Allows IRS to Carry Out Secret, Warrantless Searches of Innocent 
Taxpayers’ Bank Accounts 
Facial recognition program to be rolled out at 16 major U.S. airports, increasing 
biometric surveillance of Americans 
Illinois Expands Use of Police Drones to Cover “Special Events” and Can Include 
Facial Recognition 
New York to Track Residents’ Food Purchases and Place ‘Caps on Meat’ Served 
by Public Institutions SQ;'THE GROCERY GESTAPO RISES'-ESCAPE FROM NEW 
YORK NOW!  
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Globalists revving up plans to engineer global famine and starvation: 13 nations 
agree to convert over to less-productive ‘green’ farming methods  
I Tracked Down My Anonymous Landlord... Here's What Happened 
MUSK SET TO CHIP HUMANS...MIND CONTROL! 
FLASHBACK: Grisly Monkey Experiments...'Maiming and killing the animals'... 
Burning cargo ship carrying thousands lithium EV cars sank outside of the 
Azores!!! 
Severe increase in North American number of garbage facility fires - lithium 
batteries believed to be partly to blame  
Up to 150 000 liters of water needed to put out a fire in an electric car  
Get woke, go broke: Anheuser-Busch loses $15.7 billion in value after disastrous 
Bud Light transgender influencer campaign 
Target's shares plummet to 52-week low as shoppers boycott store: Target loses 
12B in 14 days: Retail giant's market cap plummets after longest losing streak in 
FIVE YEARS as shares drop to lowest level in a year amid Pride 'tuck-friendly' 
swimwear controve  
MLB Players Rebel Against League’s LGBT “Pride” Agenda  
Parent EXPOSES School Board After Teacher Assigned Students to Describe 
their Sexual Fantasies 
GONE WOKE: Chick-fil-A embraces woke agenda, names VP for diversity, equity 
and inclusion 
Logan Brown: INSANITY of this transgender filth & media & US & Canadian & UK 
government freaks, perverts trying to mainstream this psychopathy! Logan is a 
biological female, got pregnant; this is NOT  
DRAG BAN RULED UNCONSTITUTIONAL 

 
+2+Attorney Todd Callender reveals Biden officials are IMPOSTORS who swore 
no oaths to America 
Play to 32:47: https://www.brighteon.com/e7bffb6c-2064-41c4-ae05-e9d75d1c0098  

 
Why Is Bill Gates Now Putting Permanent Toxic Chemicals On Our Fruit? It’s 
called: Apeel 
Play from 1:41 to 10:21: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rVKoaI1JXnQq/  

 
They're Irradiating Some Foods! Buyers BEWARE‼️ 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJxwJby86fM  

 
99% OF PEOPLE HAVE NO IDEA THIS IS HAPPENING TO THEIR FOOD 
Play 4:07: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGwmcCvqzz4  

 
501c3 US Corporate Churches Bribed with $13 Billion to Push Covid Death Shot 
on Pregnant Women & Their Members 
Play from 3:26 to 20:35: 
https://vod.frankspeech.com/JamesThorpe05182023/mp4/JamesThorpe05182023_
audio.mp3  
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U.S. Postal Carrier: "19 People Have Died 
on my Mail Route in Last 4 Months"-- Vax 
Jabbed!  
27 May 2023--A U.S. Postal Mail Carrier has 
released a video explaining that on her 
route of 460 homes, it is average for one or 
two people to die each year, but in the last 
four months, NINETEEN people on her 
route have died!  She thinks it's the Vax. . . 
Play video at:  
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/

en/news-page/news-nation/u-s-postal-carrier-19-people-have-died-on-my-mail-
route-in-last-4-months-vax-jabbed  

 
Dr. Rashid Buttar DIES SUDDENLY: Anti-Vaxx Doctor Who Exposed the Covid Kill 
Shot Claims POISONING Days Before Mysterious DEATH right After His CNN 
Interview Where He Was Defamed 
Play to 11:00: https://rumble.com/v2pd0ey-dr.-rashid-buttar-dies-suddenly-anti-
vaxx-doctor-claims-poisoning-days-befo.html  

 
CNN? More like assaCNNation! Dr. Buttar Dies after a suspicious and hostile 
interview! 
Play: 
https://www.tiktok.com/@dollarvigilanteofficial/video/7237152183215557894?_r=1
&_t=8cmFt47ZVJ0  
Play from 1:36 to 7:13: https://www.brighteon.com/9acb15e9-3bf7-4b5e-8de9-
3ea1668a70e1  
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